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Serious about building
a teardrop camper?
103900 plus shipping

$

Handcrafted Custom Campers.
Plans, kits, parts and accessories for the home builder!
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HIT THE OPEN ROAD
With Autowbrake on your trailer,
just plug and tow.
The only electric brake
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Letter from the Editor:
Tiny Camper Enthusiasts,
We’ve been fortunate that we’ve been able to go camping with friends and family many times
so far this summer. We’re finalizing a plan on a 3000+ mile (4800+km) trip in early September
which will take us through ten different states. While we’re seasoned teardrop campers, we do
have a new (to us) teardrop this season and we’re still refining our organization. Is it possible to
ever be done figuring out ways to organize in a tiny camper?!
We’re always looking for better ways to organize our galley. We always seem to have more
things than we need or use on any given trip. With that said, the Tembo Tusk skottle was a
new addition for us late last summer and we do take it with us on each trip. But we’re also still
carrying all of our pots/pans/skillets that we did in our pre-skottle days.
I keep trying to use the skottle more and more each trip and I do use it at home too. (We took
it to a picnic yesterday to keep our potluck food warm before it was time to eat.) I have made
a goal for myself to either prove or disprove that the other pots/pans/skillets are necessary to
take with us. Is it possible to just use the skottle on our camping trips? It’s a challenge that I
look forward to trying.
Beginning in September, we will start a video series on our YouTube channel called “Will it
Skottle”? We’re going to try to find out if we need to carry any other cooking gear. Send me a
message on Facebook or Instagram or send me an email at Lisa@cooltears.com and let me know
what foods you want me to try! Disclaimer: I don’t want to try to cook and eat something that
I wouldn’t normally eat if prepared via “normal” cooking methods. It has to be a food that is
both readily available and something that I would eat. While tripe might be delicious to some
people, I’m not going to eat it.
Let’s have some fun with it! Reach out and send me your challenges!

n

Happy travels and stay safe
Live Tiny. Live Free.
Lisa Adams
Editor
Cool Tears Magazine™
Lisa@cooltears.com
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The Best Buying Experience and the
Best Accessories for your Teardrop!
+ Plus new arrivals, daily deals and live chat with our accessory experts!

10x10 Cottonwood Shelter

10x10 Cottonwood XLT

All Weather Cover

Side Mount Tent

Teardrop Lock

T@B Tent

Visit www.teardropshop.com or call Toll Free: 1-844-834-5701

Connect with the Teardrop Community!
 Status Updates
 Share Photos
THE APP FOR
TEARDROPPERS!

 Likes & Comments
 Campsite Check-Ins
 Review Campgrounds
 Connect With Campers

Now available on iOS and Android!
http://teardropnation.com
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ON A STICK:
COCONUT HONEY
LIME SHRIMP
Great weather and fresh, flavorful foods are a perfect pair. While this recipe uses shrimp,
you can easily substitute chicken or pork. If you’d like a vegetarian substitute then you can
use a meatier mushroom such as shiitake, cremini, portobello, or chanterelles. The first three
mushroom types are commonly found in many grocery stores.
This recipe will serve 4 people

Ingredients:

Coconut Honey Lime Shrimp
Instructions:

Coconut Rice

Add the shrimp (or other main substitute) to a
large ziplock bag or bowl. Combine everything
except the cilantro in the same bag, seal, and
mix well. Save a small lime wedge for each
serving as well. Depending on the quality of
the ziploc bag, you may want to double the bag
before shaking to combine. Place the bag or
covered bowl in the refrigerator or cooler for at
least one hour or overnight. We typically just let
it marinate for about one hour while we slowly
prep the other ingredients and make the rice.

•
•
•
•
•

1 cup uncooked jasmine rice
1 cup canned coconut milk
¾ cup water
½ teaspoon salt
1 tablespoon coconut oil

Coconut Honey Lime Shrimp
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 pound shrimp (shelled or tail on)
½ cup soy sauce
1/3 cup canned coconut milk
⅛ cup rice vinegar
⅛ cup honey
2 cloves of minced garlic
1 - 2 teaspoons freshly grated ginger
½ teaspoons black or white pepper
2 limes - one for juice in the marinade and
one for lime wedges for serving
2 tablespoons chopped cilantro
Optional: Thinly sliced jalapeños
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Place the shrimp on skewers, leaving a bit
of space between the shrimp. If using wood
skewers, soak them in water first so they
don’t burn. Place the remaining marinade in a
saucepan and bring to a boil, then simmer for
about five minutes until it is reduced slightly.
The shrimp should cook in just a few minutes
over a fire. Cook the shrimp on both sides
until they are a bright pink shade. If using a
substitute for the shrimp, then these will take
longer to cook through.
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Rice Instructions:
Combine the coconut milk and water to a medium sized saucepan or skottle. Bring to a low boil
and then add the rice, salt, and coconut oil, stirring well to combine. Place the lid over the rice and
cook on the lowest setting possible. Cook the rice for ten minutes on low and then turn the heat off,
leaving it covered for another 15 - 20 minutes. After the rice has rested, remove the lid and fluff with
a fork. We can easily cook rice on the skottle using this recipe. If you use the skottle, check the rice
after the first five or six minutes. It may be necessary to add a few more tablespoons of liquid.

To Serve:
Place a portion of the rice on a plate along with a skewer of shrimp. Drizzle some of the remaining
sauce on top and sprinkle with the chopped or torn cilantro. Squeeze a few drops of lime juice from
your lime wedge over your plate for an extra pop of freshness. If you like a little heat, then also top
with a thinly sliced, fresh jalapeño. g
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The 5th Annual DIY
Teardrop Campers
Community
T

By TOM RAIDNA

he 5th Annual DIY Teardrop Campers Community (DIYTCC) gathering was held at Blue

Heron campground in Strunk, Kentucky from June 6th through Jun 12th, 2022. About forty
DIY teardrop builders attended all or part of the event with their unique and eclectic campers.
Attendees arrived from all over the eastern half of the United States and Canada, coming from
Minnesota and Ontario to the north, the deep south near New Orleans with Virginia Beach
representing the easternmost traveler.

10
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The DIYTCC is a Facebook group created
in September 2018 by Jay Poore to be a
community of do-it-yourself camper builders
and restorers to share ideas, modifications,
designs, plans, and experiences. As noted
on the groups about page, “This group was
created to show the process of building
a teardrop camper, design, build ideas,
insight and modifications for your build. This
group is a worldwide group so absolutely no
advertising is allowed. All DIY camper builds,
regardless of shape and size, are welcomed
here”. A core value of Jay’s and the group is
that all are welcome, and that the definition
of Teardrop Camper is broad and not limited
to the traditional teardrop shape. As
Facebook groups go this one is extremely
well moderated by roughly a dozen group
moderators who have all built teardrops and
include the author of “Building a Teardrop
Trailer: Plans and Methods for Crafting a
Heirloom Camper”, Tony Lantham.
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This years’ event was organized
by one of the groups’
moderators, John Hamilton
and his son Derek. The agenda
for the week is largely fluid
except for the scheduled
Saturday evening potluck dinner.
John explained the several
responsibilities for the leader
including handling event T-shirt
orders, answering questions
about reserving sites, organizing
the potluck dinner, goodie bags
and door prizes. T-Shirts are
a favorite item for attendees
and need to be designed and
ordered prior to the gathering
and distributed at the event.
Those attending do reserve their
own campsites and occupants
are tracked on a map and posted to the
group. Goodie bags are also a tradition of
the event and many of the builders make
voluntary contributions of their own craft
work or other items that are useful to their
fellow campers. This year’s bags included
potholders with the group’s logo, bowl
koozies, key chains and antiseptic wipes.
Others donate items as door prizes for a raffle
at the potluck.
I attended the gathering from Tuesday to
Sunday in my Chesapeake Light Craft kitbuilt camper driving 530 miles from my
home just north of Pittsburgh, PA. I had the
opportunity to interview twenty-eight of
the nearly forty builder-designers of these
wonderful homebuilt creations. One thing
I learned is that when you get forty people
who all have a shared passion for teardrops
who come together for a week with the sole
purpose of sharing this passion they can get
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along splendidly. I am sure it’s no surprise
that DIYers come from many walks of life and
occupations. I met the Heightchew’s, who
partner as school bus driver and monitor;
Butch Ledet who is a tug boat captain; Robert
Watkins entrepreneur; Kurtis T. and Claudia
Daniels who run a non-profit to provide clean
water in developing countries; and miliary
veterans Paul Czelunsniak, Bub Ruger, John
Daeger and Gene Kuentzer. Despite this
variety there
are traits that
make this bunch
more similar
than different.
All builders to a
person, whether
man or women,
younger or older,
said they started
with a vision of
their camper.
This vision
guided and
influenced every
decision they
would make.
Decisions such as
buying, building
or refurbishing
the underlying
trailer, a
traditional or
other shape for
the shell, which
materials to use,
paint colors,
and overall
size. They committed to their project and
have seen it through to fruition. They were
challenged to find what they needed to
complete their builds. Many were built during
the pandemic where materials were extremely

12

hard to find or were overly expensive. These
folks are resourceful experts in searching
out parts whether from the limited vendors
who supply new teardrop parts, from RV junk
yards, online vendors, and simply recycling or
repurposing items donated to them.
The designs included traditional teardrops,
squaredrops, foamies, woodies and even
a new group I coined as “space tears”,

(more on those later) and some that are
just unique, happy combinations of many
ideas. Some are built with amazing fit and
finish and rival production-built models,
others I am comfortable comparing to folk
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art but all are awesome. Many are built and
outfitted with today’s most modern parts,
materials and equipment while some are built
almost completely with recycled, donated
or scavenged materials. I wish I could cover
every camper at the gathering but let me tell
you about a few that caught my eye.
Tim Van Meppelen of St. Thomas, Ontario
built his by expanding the Wyoming Woodie
plan to a height of five feet. This design
has the traditional teardrop shape. He used
a salvaged pop-up trailer as the base that
resulted in an 8’ 3” long by 6’4” wide camper.
His wife Jannyne explained that the plywood
parts for the camper were prefabricated in the
family’s basement then ultimately assembled
outside. The camper’s exterior is covered in a
very neat job of Poor Man’s Fiberglass (PMF).
PMF is usually a painter’s cloth canvas applied
to plywood with a concoction of wood glue
and water. PMF can be tricky to be done
without unsightly fringes or overlaps and Tim
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did a very smooth and clean job. This camper
was easy to spot painted all white with a red
Canadian flag on the curved front that made
for a stunning view. The galley featured a
small built in RV refrigerator, beautiful wood
drawers and a slide out propane stove. Atop
the built-ins sat a countertop that spanned
the width of the teardrop with a small sink
inset on the driver’s side.
Mike Smith from Dover, Arkansas also built
a traditionally shaped teardrop. The camper
he named Cocklebur Bandit is notable for its
remarkable fit and finish and for the lovely
light-colored gray/white interior decor that his
wife Annette describes as “an Air BNB look.”
This one is also plywood built but the outside
is covered in fiberglass mat cloth saturated
with epoxy. Black diamond plate trims the
sides and follows the curves to cover about
one third of the front. A matching storage box
sits in front of the camper. It is also painted
white and is adorned on both sides with the
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name and a raccoon mascot painted in black
near the front. A buffalo mural is painted aft
of the doors. The galley has a very clean sharp
look featuring a stainless-steel countertop
rivaling one in a five-star restaurant. Inside has
a light and airy feel, with nice built-in lights
and the mattress was covered with a duvet.

The main shell is of ¾” plywood and covered
in PMF. The tiny galley includes a dorm size
refrigerator, ice maker and small microwave
oven. Long pieces of bamboo are used to
support the galley hatch. Many campers have
roof hatch vent fan combinations, this one has
round MaxxAir exhaust fans on the sides.

“Into the Mystic” is the name of Neil “Butch”
Ledet’s build, taking inspiration from the Van
Morrison song. Every camper at the gathering
is unique, and this one is special because

Some teardrop builders are remarkable for
their ability to salvage, recycle and thrift
materials for their self-built campers and
camping gear. The Rice family blew me
away with the
resourcefulness
demonstrated at
their campsite.
Ashley is active on
the DIYTTC group
and thrifted most
of their camping
gear including their
favorite cooking
tools; a $3 USD
electric frypan and
similarly priced
crockpot. Tim selfdesigned his camper
pretty much as
he built it. All the
materials except
the mattress were
salvaged or recycled.
He is one of those guys that just sees how
he wants it and makes it happen. The 1/2”
plywood used for the sides was found sitting
out at a fence company and was purchased
at a discount. The 58” x 8’ trailer took shape
around a new mattress and he freehand drew
the shape of the sides. The single side door
was cut from the starboard side and was
inset with an RV window they found at a yard
sale. The trailer started life as a four-by-four
foot utility trailer and Tim reinforced and

its owner painted murals on all sides. Butch
learned to paint watching Bob Ross reruns
and has happy little mountains and trees
reflecting in lakes all-round the exterior. He,
his wife Pam and their two dogs drove to the
event from Franklinton, Louisiana without
taking any highways. This camper is a cozy
4’x8’ with air conditioning mounted in the
front. Butch fabricated his own doors by
cutting them out of the sides and installed
tempered glass playhouse windows in them.

14
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Merchandise available
from Bonfire
NOTE: One of the great things about having a digital magazine is the ability to link you directly
to the products or services that you want to hear more about. Some of the links on our
website or in the magazine are affiliate links where we earn a small commission on goods that
you purchase. These commissions help us to continue to defray the costs of publishing this
magazine. You may notice as you read through the magazine that if you put your mouse over
any ad or hyperlink, the screen may flash briefly. You can click on that picture or hyperlink and it
will take you directly to more information.
Cool Tears also participates in the Amazon Services LLC Associates Program, an affiliate
program designed to help small businesses like this to earn a small fee by linking products to
Amazon that you may be interested in.
We appreciate your support. If you have any questions, don't hesitate to contact either of us at
Lisa@cooltears.com or Anne@cooltears.com
Harvest Hosts is a membership program that provides access to a network of wineries,
farms, breweries, museums and other unique attractions that invite RVers to visit and stay
overnight. Harvest Hosts now allows clamshell and teardrop trailers, but you may NOT use
your outdoor cooking facility. Click the logo below to get 15% off the regular yearly price.
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around it. I really can’t
classify Ben’s camper into a
teardrop category, but it’s
just plain cool. Ben travels
to most of the group’s
events from his home near
St. Louis, MO.

enlarged it by welding on additional salvaged
material. The final product holds the camper
and vented tongue box which houses a small
air conditioner. The outside is finished with a
green, black and white paint scheme.
Ben Meyer, who is one of the DIYTTC group
moderators, also has a camper built with the
theme of reused materials. His camper is
famous for being built around the rear hatch
of a jeep that had been in the family for years,
and for salvaging parts from a neighbor’s
old fire truck. Ben and his
wife Diana were tent campers
who wanted to upgrade their
camping experience, and
especially desired an always
ready kitchen in a camper
galley. Ben built his camper
then found the group, He says
he likely would have had an
easier time with access to the
expertise and ideas of other
builders. That aside, his 5’x9’
self-designed camper has 5
feet of head room inside and
only has one side door. The
rear hatch was carefully cut
from its former jeep body and
the camper designed and built
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The paint was barely
dry on Jessie Steveson’s
teardrop when she pulled
into the gathering as it
was just finished the day
before. Of course, finished
is a relative term when it comes to DIY
teardrops, they tend to be constant works
in progress. Jessy, whose age I promised
to keep our secret, is a mature superwoman
who built her camper completely by herself.
She credits her father for her building skills
learned through constructing birdhouses and
shelves with him as a child. Jessy has been
camping for many years and has owned Rustic
Trail and Scamp production campers, but this
is her first self-built one. The red square drop
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which resembles a Hiker production trailer is
built on a utility trailer from Tractor Supply.
She said she got the itch to build her own
when she attended the Crossroads of America
gathering and saw many home-built trailers.
The shell is plywood with PMF only on the
seams. The roof is coated with five coats of
flex seal, while the rest was coated with wood
sealer then three coats of exterior house
paint. Inside the camper she installed a raised
30” wide bed that makes for comfortable

sleeping or sitting to have morning coffee.
It also allows for a nice amount of storage
underneath. Her galley sports a side opening
door instead of a traditional lifting hatch that
opens to an area with three shelves housing
her galley supplies. Her cooking is done
on side tables under her awning, which is
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attached to the roof rack. Jessy said she loves
to road trip and is planning on adding solar
panels for charging her onboard battery.
It's time to address what I meant by my earlier
reference to “Space Tears”. My definition is
“any teardrop camper that would look equally
comfortable at the campground as it would
in the shuttle bay of the Starship Enterprise”.
Other specific characteristics that seem to
define this group include a built-in dihedral
shape
where
there are
two side
panels
that
meet at
a shallow
angle
like
those
of two
airplane
wings.
Also,
a door
design
where
there are
gull wing
doors
which
open
up like
those
of a DeLorean and/or ones that are cut from
the campers’ shell and provide a flush look. I
saw three such campers at the gathering that
fit in this category, two of them are designs
created by their owner/builders Jim and Janet
Copen, and Robert Watkins and the third is
my Chesapeake Light Craft kit-built camper.
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The Copen’s design was based on wanting
a galley that slides out of the side of the
camper, no rear hatch and the unique top
lifting extra wide doors. They looked at the
cost of purchasing a camper of this style
and decided building was a much more
economical option. Jim and Janet both have
great imaginations and are constantly thinking
of ways to improve their camper. This type of
thinking influenced the initial design. The 8’
long by 6.6’ wide camper is another one that
is built on a repurposed pop-up trailer that
they found for sale in a church parking lot for
$150. The space shuttle looking camper has
plywood sides
that are basically
rectangular
with rounded
top corners. It
is covered in
fiberglass cloth
and epoxy that
when sanded and
painted gives a
smooth, glossy
and waterproof
finish. The nearly
6’ long galley
table slides out
from the side of
the camper. It is
accessed from
a side opening
door behind the
cabin door on
the passenger
side. In the
slide out sits a repurposed propane camp
stove and plenty of additional space for meal
preparation. Inside the cabin is a mattress
which sits on a wooden tapestry which
covers an area of underbed storage. The

18

inside ceiling and side walls are dressed
in multicolored stained 3” wide 1/8” thick
plywood strips, all of which gives a festive feel
to the interior.
The best way I can describe Robert Watkins
Poly-Go camper is an exercise in plywood
origami. Start with a roughly 5’x8’x4’ box,
then push down the front by about a foot
and the rear a bit more creating an angled
top. Next move the sides in about six inches
on each side at the front and let them angle
back for about a foot. Robert says he started
with polygon shaped, top opening doors and
built the rest around it. He added a stargazing

window to the front half of the roof and uses
a solar power station to power most of the
camper. He has an extremely outfitted galley
in which he can cook just about any meal.
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I met Kenneth and Dixie Wersinger at the fall
2021 DIYTTC gathering in Hookstown, PA and
saw their “foamie” teardrop for the first time.
I did not know anything about teardrops built
from construction insulation foam nor PMF
as a covering technique but surely thought
this can’t be good. But what we think is not
always what we know. Here’s what I do know
now. They have traveled extensively and

for weeks at a time in this camper named
“My Way”, over the past several years, from
their home in Minnesota. The camper shell
constructed of construction foam covered in
PMF and painted in exterior paint has held
up extremely well. Honestly, I would not
have predicted it or believed it if I did not
see it with my own eyes. Kenneth has lots of
interesting features in his camper. Because
there is minimal framing and none in the
galley area, he uses a tonneau cover for his
rear hatch. He powers his camper with 280
AH of lithium batteries and charges them with
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450 watts of solar panels attached to the roof.
Since the solar panels cover the roof the fan/
vent is on the side of his camper. While fan
vendors guard against this approach several
campers at the gathering are set up this way
or on angled roofs. Please note that if you do
this it’s at your own risk. There are his and her
beds that run across the camper that extend
into slide outs crafted from repurposed
storage totes. This
arrangement allows
for a composting
toilet to sit between
the beds. I look
forward to following
the Wersinger’s
travels and will always
be a curious fan to
see how this camper
holds up over time.
Kenneth has certainly
done it his way.
I met so many
awesome people
who took the time to
tell me about their
teardrops. I wish I
could have fit them all
into this article. It’s an amazing set of humans
that attend this event and I have many new
friends that share my teardrop passion. I need
to thank Bob Ruger for supplying me with ice,
and Paul and Buffy for sharing cinnamon rolls,
to James for the awesome jelly and gumbo,
and Sharon Rogers Mason for helping me
brainstorm graphics for my rig. I have just
signed up for the fall gathering that will be in
Beaverton, MI this September. I’m looking
forward to seeing old friends and meeting
new ones. As Jay Poore, the group’s founder,
says “Build on”. g
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3rd Annual Photo Contest
By ANNE COX

Y

ou helped to make our first and second annual calendar contests a success! Let’s keep that

rolling for a third straight year. Help us fill next year's calendar with amazing outdoor shots of
your teardrops, squaredrops, or other tiny campers.
We are looking for creative photos that celebrate tiny campers in beautiful locations around
the world. The best 13 photos will be selected to be in the Cool Tears and Tiny Campers 2023
calendar. All people that provide a photo used in the calendar will receive a free calendar.
Also, any Patron on Patreon will also receive a free calendar, the same as last year. Your photo
entry may also appear in the Cool Tears and Tiny Campers Magazine or across the Cool Tears
social media channels.
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MIZE
CUSTYO
OUR
FREEDOM
NATHAN

GRACE

“I absolutely love this trailer, Nathan did such an amazing job
delivering exactly what I asked for. He was really responsive and kind,
and I left really happy with the work.”

‘GL AMPING’ OVERL AND STYLE

Every Single Trailer We
Build Is A Work Of Art!

KORI

CHECK OUT MORE ON OUR WEBSITE:

“Nathan at second wind trailers was a dream
to work with! From the second I inquired
about getting a freedom trailer made by him,
he was very informative and friendly. He kept
me in the loop every step of the way by
sending pictures and videos of the build. It
was such a cool experience seeing it being
built from the ground up”
SCAN THIS TO SEE MORE

www. Second Wi n d Tra i le rs .c o m
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Please note the timing of the contest. Submit photos by the end of September 2022.

The Rules:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Photos must be taken in an outdoor setting
Photos must be high-resolution digital images
The preference is at least a 1MB picture, higher is fine. Most mobile phones meet this
criteria
Touching up or adding filters to photos prior to submitting is allowed
No negatives, printed photos or links to web libraries.
Photos must be horizontal orientation - if you’re taking a picture with a phone, turn
it sideways
Entries must include the following information: Name of photographer, location,
indicate if the camper is home built or manufactured, and title of photo (if you have
one)
Images become the property of Cool Tears and Tiny Campers. No images will be
returned. You will be given credit for the photo, if used.
Parties submitting photos certify that they have permission of all individuals shown in
each photo and all individuals owning property shown in each photo.
We will blur out any visible license plate
Submit your entries to: Anne@cooltears.com

Timeline:

The deadline to submit photos to the 2023
Cool Tears and TIny Campers calendar is
September 30, 2022.
Winners will be contacted by October 4, 2022.
We will open the website for orders on
October 5, 2022 and the calendars will
be ready to start shipping in early/mid
November. g
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Skottle Grills
Camp Tables
Fridge Slides

TemboTusk.com
Info@TemboTusk.com

Made in America
Use Coupon Code: CoolTears
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12 VOLT REFRIGERATOR
VERSUS COOLER
By LISA ADAMS

Camping and cooking go hand in hand, but food safety is imperative.
Twelve volt refrigeration is becoming increasinlgy more popular
within the camping industry and it's no exception within the teardrop,
squaredrop and other tiny camper communities.
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Twelve volt refrigerators are game changers.
Your family will love that you can pull a cold
beverage, ice cream sandwich, or popsicle
out of the galley that isn’t soggy or dripping
from melting ice.

Fridge or Hard Sided Cooler?
Most manufactured teardrops come with
either a 12 volt deep cycle AGM or lithium
battery that can easily run a 12 volt fridge for
several days, even if not connected to shore
power. If you’re on a large trip traveling
from campground to campground, the house
battery can be charged back up while driving.
It is important to note that there are many
products on the market now that may claim to
be a refrigerator; however, they do not have
a compressor. A compressor is needed to
allow the fridge to maintain low temperatures
or to keep food frozen. There are many
thermoelectric coolers that are marketed as
refrigerators. These operate using the Peltier
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cooling method, which operates by moving
the heat within the cooler to the outside. It
is often necessary to still include ice packs
in these electric coolers. A refrigerator
with a compressor will operate like a home
refrigerator and can keep food cold or
frozen on the hottest of days or weeks while
camping.

What are the pros and cons of a
hard sided cooler versus a 12 volt
fridge?

Price is usually first on the list and just like
most products, prices can vary. It’s easy to
buy an average sized cooler for less than
$40USD that would hold enough ice and
food for a weekend camping trip. That same
sized cooler can easily cost over $200USD
for an RTIC cooler that is better insulated
or over $300USD for the same sized Yeti
cooler. The RTIC and Yeti coolers do have
some advantages over their less expensive
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counterparts and can be worth the money
in the long run if the budget allows. A quick
check on Amazon shows a myriad of 12 volt
refrigerator models available starting near
the $200USD range. It’s important to note
that in order for a hard sided cooler to work
well, it’s necessary to have a 2:1 ratio of ice
to contents in the cooler. So the 45 quart or
liter average sized cooler would have about
30L of ice to 15L of food. For reference, the
ICECO GO20 dual zone fridge freezer will
hold roughly 19L of food and the footprint is
smaller than a 35L hard cooler and costs less
than $450USD at the time of this article being
published. There are also many other 12 volt
fridges on the market that sell upwards of
$1000USD or more.
A 12 volt refrigerator definitely wins over a
cooler when it comes to holding a steady
temperature. Dual zone models can
hold a freeze as well. Most of the 12 volt
refrigerators can be set with a few simple
button pushes or even via an app on a
smartphone. While it can be easy to keep
food frozen in a cooler by placing the food
under the right amount of ice it can be tricky
to keep other foods at the right temperature.
It is difficult to keep produce or refrigerator
items at the proper temperature in a cooler
filled with ice. Another con of the cooler is
that it’s difficult to waterproof the food, so
the next time the cooler is opened the food
could be floating in a mess of melting ice.
Weight is tricky to quantify without knowing
the brand of cooler to compare verus a 12
volt refrigerator. The 45 RTIC and 45 Yeti
coolers weigh twenty-nine and twenty-three
pounds respectively. With the 2:1 ratio of ice
to cooler contents, the weight would increase
by more than twenty to twenty-five pounds,
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even without the weight of the food or drinks.
The ICECO GO20 fridge/freezer mentioned
above weighs 25.6 pounds (11.6kg) and the
entire compartment space is for food or
drinks.. The next larger size from ICECO, the
32 quart JP30 fridge freezer weighs under 33
pounds. So a small size refrigerator packed
with food would weigh less than a cooler filled
with ice and the same amount of food.
There are definite disadvantages of a portable
12 volt refrigerator. It’s more time consuming
to clean a refrigerator than a cooler since
they are not waterproof. A fridge will need
to be hand wiped clean instead of hosing it
off. A portable refrigerator will have a shorter
lifespan than a well made hard sided cooler
like those mentioned above. It is important
to note that many of the 12 volt refrigerator
manufacturers offer a five year warranty on
the compressor. This is important to look for
in a portable refrigerator.
There are many pros and cons to each option,
so the decision of how to keep food cold is a
personal opinion. Choose a hard sided cooler
if you have easy access to ice or only camp
for a few days at a time; if you want to take
your food anywhere, including on a canoe
or kayak; or if you want a product that could
last a lifetime with minimal maintenance. If
you love cooking and want better control
of the food temperatures, then choose a 12
volt refrigerator. In the coming months, we
will provide some data on how long a battery
can be expected to run on a Jackery 1000
to mimic the effects of running the 12 volt
refrigerator on the trailer house battery.
The staff at Cool Tears has personal
experience with two popular brands, ICECO
and Dometic. We purchased both with our
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own money and we have zero affiliation
with either of these brands. Other popular
brands that can handle being in the back of a
galley or vehicle include: ARB, Truma, Engel,
Whynter, and Alpicool. Note that there are
many other brands available on Amazon now,
but most have not been in business as long as
the companies just mentioned.

ICECO GO20

We’ve owned this small dual zone fridge
freezer for over two years. We purchased
it to use along with our Yeti 35 cooler on
longer trips. I have to admit that when I
opened the lid and looked inside, I thought
I made a huge mistake. The interior looks
tiny. I seriously considered returning the
unit, but I’m so glad that we didn’t. This
fridge/freezer is a beast and it goes with us
nearly everywhere now. I purchased this
small ICECO fridge because the footprint of
it is nearly the same as the Yeti 35 cooler, so
it fits easily into the galley of the teardrop.
Unfortunately, this small ICECO GO20 12 volt
refrigerator does not have an easy way to
strap it in the galley while we’re heading to
the campsite, so we put it in the backseat
of our tow vehicle, plug it in to the 12 volt
socket and then move it to the galley if
needed for the camping trip.
This small fridge was a challenge to pack at
first because of its small size; however, we
have gotten used to it and we can easily
have enough food for two people for about
three to four days. This is about the time
that we were introduced to Stasher bags
which are resealable, reusable silicone bags.
Our Rubbermaid containers were nearly
impossible to use in this fridge.
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When we first purchased the ICECO GO20,
our teardrop was not wired for solar and we
were concerned about energy consumption.
We normally camp in one location (stationary)
with no electric hook ups so if we drained
the house battery, we would not have power
the rest of the trip, so we opted to run the
GO20 on our Jackery 1000, which we could
recharge with solar panels during the day. All
ICECO refrigerators feature three stage battery
protection that can prevent the battery from
running down completely. Paired with solar
charging during the day, we’ve never run into
a situation where we drained the battery.
The value of this small 12 volt dual zone
fridge freezer comes in its versatility. The
light weight and small size makes it easy
to move from house to car and back to the
house, even while fully loaded. We only
take the GO20 with us on longer camping
trips now, but we still use this weekly (not
camping). We often shop in a city about
thirty miles from home. We use the GO20 for
transporting our frozen or cold grocery items.
If we take the Jackery 1000 with us, we can do
our grocery shopping anytime of the day and
still spend the day in town without worrying
about our cold or frozen foods spoiling. With
the included AC plug, it can also be plugged
in a 120 volt outlet in the house. We have
used the GO20 as overflow space with holiday
leftovers. This small dual zone fridge freezer
can be used multiple ways. It can have a
fridge and freezer at the same time, or the
divider can be removed and it can be used as
a fridge or a freezer. It’s easy to control the
temperature of the GO20 by either using the
buttons on the unit or via the smartphone
app.
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The ICECO GO20 is a great 12 volt
refrigerator that is about the size of a Yeti
35 cooler. The compressor has a five year
warranty so we have some peace of mind that
this will be around for years to
come.

reverse the process when we get home from
a camping trip. The other main reason we
like the wire basket with the divider is that it’s
easier to stay organized. What seems like a

Dometic CFX35

At the end of 2021, we
purchased another teardrop
that is larger than our first.
The Dometic CFX35 single
zone refrigerator came with
this trailer. Like the ICECO
products, the Dometic has
the three stage dynamic
battery protection system
that automatically shuts the
product off to prevent a dead
battery and it can also be used
with either an AC or DC plug.
Since this is a single zone unit,
it can either be a freezer or a
refrigerator, but it can’t be both at the same
time like the GO20 above.
We have only used this larger refrigerator
while camping because it is strapped in
securely to a pull out drawer in the teardrop
galley. It functions very similar to the GO20
with the exception that it can be used at a 30°
heel. This is not important in our teardrop,
but it is also marketed to go on boats where it
is not likely to remain perfectly level.
We love the removable wire basket (with a
removable center divider) for a few reasons.
First, we can easily load and unload the
fridge without removing it from the teardrop
galley. We pack the basket in the house,
carry it outside, and slide it into place. We
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small feature has proven to be a huge bonus
and it’s a feature I will look for in the future.
Like the ICECO GO20, the Dometic CFX35 can
be controlled on the digital display on the unit
or via a smartphone app.

Summary

Having a 12 volt refrigerator can seem
excessive. But if you’re able to pull out an
ice cream sandwich, ice for a drink, or can
store your produce or other perishables at
the perfect temperature then you’ll realize
that you’ll want a 12 volt fridge with you all
the time. If your budget allows, this is one
item that will certainly pay for itself due to
the added convenience. These versatile units
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can be used for trips to the store, for keeping food cold at a picnic or BBQ, for keeping the kids
post game snacks and drinks cold, and for keeping your food fresh and at the right temperature
while camping.
If you have experience with any other brands of 12 volt refrigerators that you’d like to share
with our readers, don’t hesitate to reach out to us at Anne@cooltears.com g
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TEAR JERKERS
HIGHWAY 1 CRAWL:
North Coast of California
By DARRELL SORENSEN &
LINDA SORENSEN

M

ay 2022

This spring's crawl was a huge success, with twenty five teardrops, thirty four individuals and
eleven dogs taking part. While not all did the full crawl due to their own schedules, roughly
half were in it for the long haul.
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The route started at Standish-Hickey State
Recreation Area close to the north
terminals of Highways 1 and 101 and ended
near Guerneville, CA. The Tear Jerkers crawl
also visited these campgrounds: Hendy
Woods, Salt Point and Sugarloaf Ridge State
Parks, along with Olema and Schoolhouse
Canyon, both of which are private
campgrounds. In all, there were fourteen days
of camping. For nearly half of the entrants, it
was their first teardrop crawl.
The first two days at Standish-Hickey State
Recreation Area was mainly a meet & greet
with happy hours at 4pm and a bonfire in the
evening. A number of us had a great evening
meal with live music at the Peg House across
the street from the campground.
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On the 3rd day we drove to Hendy Woods
State Park in the wine grape and apple
growing area of Anderson Valley where we
would stay for the next three days. This was
our largest turnout of teardrops (25) plus
there were four more camping that were
not part of the crawl. Wine and cider tasting
were in order and we had a great pot-luck
one evening, followed by a short trip to a
meadow to watch the eclipse of the moon.
Unfortunately, the partly cloudy sky spoiled
the show.
Next up was Salt Point for two days. It was
very windy on the coast, but quite pleasant at
our upper campground in the woods. Some
of the women braved the wind for a walk
among the wildflowers in bloom. The second
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day was trailer gawking day where we do
a“tour” of each other's trailers. There were
several home builds and a restored teardrop
made in 1947. The star of the show was the
trailer built by Mike Barnard of Vancouver, BC.
He started with plans for an 8' Chesapeake
Light Craft“stitch & glue” teardrop, stretched
it by 2' (not easy to do with all curved lines)
and added under floor storage. This made a
very usable teardrop. His craftsmanship was
outstanding. The trailer is a work of art.
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On the way to our next campground at
Olema the car in front of Steve and Deb
Price of Florence, OR was involved in three
car accident and we were not far behind. We
make an emergency contact list for
everyone, and fortunately, we didn't have
to use it. Because it was so windy at Olema,
we changed the planned pot luck to a dinner
at a restaurant in Pt. Reyes Station which
everyone enjoyed. While at Olema there were
about 500 school children camping and many
were interested in our teardrop trailers. That
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memory may lead to them owning one someday. Also there was a “canned-ham”with a smoke
stack. It had a wood fired sauna & a cold plunge tank. What people will do with an old travel
trailer!
Next we headed inland to Sugarloaf Ridge State Park near Sonoma where we had the delayed
potluck. The last stop was at Schoolhouse Canyon campground near Guerneville, CA. This is a
gorgeous campground, but it’s a bit on the expensive side.
All in all, everyone had a great time and we’re already looking forward to the Highway 1 south
crawl in April 2023. If you are interested in joining all or part of the next crawl, contact us at
sorensenwoodraft@gmail.com or call 559-665-2690. Don't delay as state park reservations need
to be made in October. Also the crawl will be limited to 30 trailers, more than that and it is hard
to find campgrounds to accommodate everyone. g
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REGIONAL CAMPING SPOTLIGHT

"Adopt the pace of nature: her secret is patience." ~ Ralph

Waldo Emerson

We are highlighting a region of the eastern United States for this issue, instead of two
campgrounds
This quote from Emerson is a good reminder that despite our tech laden and fast paced lives,
we are a miniscule part of the natural world. Mother Nature is uncontrollable and moves at her
own pace.
We’re campers. Let’s be reminded that we enjoy the beauty of nature. Enjoying this beauty
requires us to be patient, slow down, and have empathy for ourselves and others.
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Location:
Land Between the Lakes Recreation Area
g
Golden Pond Visitor Center
238 Visitor Center Drive
Golden Pond, KY 42211
The Land Between the Lakes National Recreation Area manages wetlands, forests, and open
lands on a peninsula in western Kentucky and Tennessee between Kentucky Lake to the west
and Lake Barkley to the east. There are over 300 miles (482km) of undeveloped shoreline, 500
miles (800+ km) of trails, and over 170,000 acres of land (68,796 ha)..
Here are some facts about the area that should appeal to nearly every camper. The peninsula is
40 miles long running north/south (64 km) and varies in width east to west from one to 9 miles
(1.6 -14.4km). There are hundreds of miles of trails: 261 miles (420km) of hiking trails, 70 miles
(112 km) of mountain biking trails, over 100 miles (160 km) of horse trails, and 100 (160 km)
miles of off-road vehicle trails in Turkey Bay. There are over 400 miles (640+ km) of scenic road
which provides wildlife viewing areas from the comforts of your own vehicle. The Recreation
Area’s 26 boat ramps make it easier to access the 300 miles (482 km) of undeveloped shoreline.
There are 1400 official campsites spread throughout 4 developed campgrounds, 11 self-service
campgrounds, and 5 designated basic campgrounds.
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The four developed campgrounds are:
Energy Lake, Hillman Ferry, Piney, and
Wranglers. Each campground has sites
with electric hookups and there are
many sites with full hookups if you’re in a
larger teardrop or camper with an indoor
bathroom. These campgrounds each have an
Outpost where you can purchase firewood,
ice, limited camping supplies, and other
perishable goods. There are soda machines,
restrooms, and showers as well. Some of
these campgrounds also have washers and
dryers. Of the four above, only Wranglers is
open year round. Each of these developed
campgrounds have accessible sites and
toilets/showers.

are 384 campsites to choose from. Over 280
of these sites offer electric hookups. Like
Hillman Ferry, there is a swimming area, boat
ramps, and fishing pier.

Hillman Ferry is the most popular of the four
developed campgrounds and it’s located just
south of Grand Rivers on the northwest side
of Land Between the Lakes. This campground
has 374 lakefront or wooded campsites.
There is a large swimming area in Kentucky
Lake, ball fields, an archery range, biking and
hiking trails, two boat ramps, fishing dock and
campfire amphitheater.

Wranglers Campground has 220 campsites
and is unique because it caters to horse
lovers. Most of these campsites can
accommodate larger RVs and even horse
trailers. There are over 100 miles (160 km) of
horseback riding trails in this area. There are
guided horseback riding adventures provided
by a local stable, so it’s not necessary to own
or take your own horse. On the weekends
from April through November, there are
blacksmith and farrier services as well.

Piney Campground is located in the
southwestern part of the peninsula and there
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The Energy Lake Campground is the smallest
of the developed campgrounds and has
under 50 sites, most of which contain electric
hookups. Canoe and kayak rentals are
available during the season which is typically
mid May through the end of October. Energy
Lake is an inland lake that is separated from
Lake Barkley by an earthen dam. The entire
lake is a no-wake zone so paddlers do not
need to be worried about being bounced
around by wakes caused by power boats.
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These four developed campgrounds makeup
just over 1000 of the 1400 official campsites
within the recreational area. There are eleven
self-service campgrounds spread across the
peninsula. Currently, eight of these charge a
nightly rate of $10USD; two charge $12USD;
and the last one, which offers 30amp electric
is $22USD. These self-service campgrounds
offer basic amenities such as: camping pad,
picnic tables, grills, fire rings, vault toilets,
trash pickup, lake access, and boat ramps.
Since the Land Between the Lakes is a
National Recreation Area, if you have a Senior
or Access Pass through the National Park
Service, you can cut your nightly fees in half.
There is a maximum camping stay of fourteen
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days in these self-service campgrounds.
Lastly, this area also has basic campgrounds
and dispersed camping. The basic
campground amenities include: defined
campsites, fire rings and/or grills, picnic
tables, vault toilets, trash removal, mowed
areas, and a boat ramp. there are four areas
that offer more remote camping, but they
may not have picnic tables or fire rings and/
or grills. These camping areas are located
in a large open field. For the most remote
camping, head to the end of a forest road
or along the lakeshores to find a dispersed
camping site. There are a few areas where
dispersed camping is not permitted, such
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as, within: cemeteries, picnic areas, day use
areas, within 200 yards of the scenic drive,
within the nature watch areas, etc. Be sure
to check out the latest on the official Land
Between the Lakes website. To camp in any

of the basic camping areas or a dispersed
campsite, you must have a permit for anyone
in your party over eighteen years old. Both
permits currently cost $50USD for an annual
permit or $10USD for a 3 day permit. These
can be purchased online or at any of their
facilities.
Once you’re in the national recreation area,
there are plenty of attractions and activities
to keep the family busy. There is no need
to head out west to view elk and bison in a
native grassland. Elk and bison herds roam
within this 700 acre (283 ha) enclosure and
visitors can travel in their enclosed vehicle
on a 3.5 mile (5.6 km) paved loop road. No
bikes, motorcycles, convertibles, etc are
allowed for passenger safety. Other wildlife
species also thrive in this protected prairie.
There is a 1850’s working farm and living
history museum complete with interpreters
in period clothing performing their daily farm
work. The buildings have been restored
and it helps the visitor step back in time
to before the Civil War. This working farm
raises endangered and rare livestock breeds
and they cultivate many crops from heirloom
seeds dating back to before the Civil War.
The seeds can be purchased in the gift
shop. If exploring the night sky is on your
list, then the Golden Pond Planetarium and
Observatory is a must visit. The planetarium
is open seven days a week and is only closed
on Thanksgiving Day, Christmas Day, and
New Years Day. Inside the planetarium they
can recreate the night sky from anywhere
in the world and project it on the 360°,
surround-sound 40 foot domed theater. The
theater is temperature controlled and has
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comfortable, high back seats. Most of the
shows are forty minutes long, click this link for
the movie schedule. They also do laser light
shows indoors during the summer. Here is
the schedule for the rest of this summer. The
Observatory provides small telescopes for
visitors to look through during the summer
star parties. They even have a special
telescope so you can safely view the sun. The
last large attraction within the park is the
Woodlands Nature Station, which is a 8500
acre (3439 ha) nature watch area. There are
guided tours to help you catch a glimpse of
a great horned owl, coyotes, or a red wolf in
the Backyard Exhibit Area. This exhibit area
houses animals that were orphaned, injured,
or born in captivity and none would survive
in the wild. There are several species of
raptors and owls in the exhibit as well. If you
are there around 4:30PM, you can watch the
“Parade of Raptors” as they move the birds
to their nighttime shelter.
As mentioned previously, there are hundreds
of miles of shoreline and trails throughout
the recreation area that can be explored on
foot, by bike, by off-road vehicle, by horse, or
by water. This region provides activities for
nearly everyone that enjoys being outdoors.
This family friendly area has one of the largest
sections of undeveloped forest in the eastern
United States. This is a park that is not to
be missed! An old childhood friend recently
visited the area and posted this video about
his adventures there. To get a firsthand
look at some of the sites available at Piney
Campground and nearby hiking trails watch
this first video. To get a view of what it’s like
traveling on some of the forest service roads
in the Land Between the Lakes, check out this
video.
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Uncompromising quality.

CLASSIC TEARDROP STYLE, MODERN
AMENITIES
QUALITY DESIGN & CRAFTSMANSHIP
KESTREL STARTS AT $8,500
PIKA STARTS AT $14,500
CLASSIC STARTS AT $23,400

Cool Tears
wants to hear
from YOU!
Send us your story and
if we use it, we'll give
you $50!
Anne@cooltears.com

#cooltearsmag

ww w.tim be rl eaf t ra i l e rs.com
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https://www.facebook.com/CoolTearsMagazine/

@cooltearsmag
Tag your ‘grams with #cooltearsmag for a chance to be
featured on our Instagram feed and in the magazine.

Time for a new adventure. Videos of our adventures, reader
builds, tips and tricks. Live tiny - Live free.
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